Duplicity

Note: Duplicity was originally written and
published for the general market in 1999
by St. Martins Press. In 2014, the author
rewrote the book as a Clean Read novel.
(No foul language, no excessive violence,
and any bedroom doors are closed.) Would
you ruin your career for a man you know is
guilty? On the cusp of realizing her dream
as a career military attorney, Captain Tracy
Keener is ordered to defend Captain Adam
Burke, a Special Operations officer
accused of abandoning his team and
leaving them to die. Everyone knows hes
guilty and defending him will cost Tracy
her career, but she has no choice. Captain
Burke swears he was framed. Swears hed
acted under orders. Swears things that cant
possibly be true: breaches requiring
corruption at the highest levels, the
deliberate sacrifice of an entire military
team. Impossible! Until theyre proven
fact. Under cease and desist orders and
then threats to drop the case and let Burke
go down, Tracy and Adam rebel, push for
truth... and are targeted for assassination.
To their horror, they discover others too are
marked for deathmillions of Americans
Adam and she swore an oath to defend at
any cost, including their own lives. Yet to
succeed, Tracy and Adam must risk more
than their lives. They must risk their hearts.
That proves far harder when trapped in an
intricate web of Duplicity. AWARDS:
Top Pick Award, Romantic Times Golden
Quill Award Reviewers Choice Award
Nominee, Best Suspense Novel of the
Year, Romantic Times
Daphne Du
Maurier Award Finalist, Best Mainstream
Suspense Novel of the Year
PRAISE
FOR DUPLICITY: Written in the tradition
of A Few Good Men, this highly
suspenseful story of a solitary womans
fight against an evil military conspiracy is
one readers wont want to put down. Library Journal?? Hinzes suspense-filled
novel is one that will keep the reader
turning pages and trying to guess the next
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moves in a complex and intriguing plot.
-Raleigh News and Observer??
An
exciting read. Guaranteed to keep you
entertained. -- Rocky Mountain News ??
[A] page-turner that fuses thriller and
romance. Hinze has a knack for combining
compelling realistic characterizations with
suspense and a romantic plot line. Publishers Weekly

- 3 min - Uploaded by AngellMalakOutwit. Outspy. Outsmart. Outplay. Then get out. A pair of corporate spies who
share a steamy Duplicity (2009) on IMDb: Plot summary, synopsis, and more: Duplicity: Julia Roberts, Clive Owen,
Paul Giamatti, Tom Wilkinson, Tony Gilroy: Movies & TV.Definition of duplicity - deceitfulness, the state of being
double.Outwit. Outspy. Outsmart. Outplay. Then Get Out. Duplicity is a 2009 movie that combines comedy, romance,
and crime into one single grand scheme starri - 2 min - Uploaded by allnewtrailersA pair of corporate spies (Owen and
Roberts) who share a steamy past hook up to pull off the Duplicity is a software suite that provides encrypted, digitally
signed, versioned, remote backup of files requiring little of the remote server. Released under theDefine duplicity.
duplicity synonyms, duplicity pronunciation, duplicity translation, English dictionary definition of duplicity. n. pl.
duplicities 1. a. Deliberate Duplicity: the title suggests something with two sides, but the film itself, the second (after
Michael Clayton) written and directed by Tony GilroyDuplicity is a 2009 romantic crime comedy film written and
directed by Tony Gilroy, and starring Julia Roberts and Clive Owen. The plot follows two corporateComedy Duplicity
is a movie starring Julia Roberts, Clive Owen, and Tom Wilkinson. Two ex-government agents turned rival industrial
spies have to be at the top of theirClever, complex romantic thriller is too twisty for tweens. Read Common Sense
Medias Duplicity review, age rating, and parents guide. Duplicity backs directories by producing encrypted tar-format
volumes and uploading them to a remote or local file server. Because duplicityDuplicity may refer to: Duplicity (Silent
Descent album), 2008 Duplicity 1978 Duplicity (film), a 2009 comedy thriller starring Clive Owen and Julia
RobertsDuplicity is a fun little spy film, with some fine performances by Roberts and Owen and plenty of well written
dialogue, but it is brought down by the overlyEnglish[edit]. Etymology[edit]. From Latin duplicare (double). Noun[edit].
duplicity (countable and uncountable, plural duplicities). Intentional deceptiveness - 2 min - Uploaded by
MovieclipsDuplicity movie clips: http:///1BcZsZE BUY THE MOVIE: http://amzn.to/tKMPv4 Dont miss
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